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It looks like the shit really hit the fan this time.

In one fell swoop, President Trump has elevated Kamala Harris, MSNBC, the Washington Post,
Maxine Waters, Adam Schiff, Mazie Hirono, Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Mitt Romney, Chuck
Schumer, Sheldon Whitehouse, Kellyanne’s husband George Conway, The Squad, Richard
Blumenthal, Jerry Nadler, Joy Reid, Anthony Scaramucci, Noam Bramson, Peter Strzok, Rachel
Maddow, Lisa Page, the great artist Robert Deyber, my high school pal Bruce J. White, my
neighbor Dale DeSanto Staub, and a man of considerable means Norman Drubner. Also Flo
Rosse, a great woman from Buffalo, NY.

My friend Donald, with exquisite and dazzling timing, really hit it … right … out … of … the …
damn … ballpark … this time!

Even my beloved New York Times on its front page used stark black type for a headline so
huge it was reserved only for a world war:

In one dazzling turn the 45th president of the United States was able to do what not even his
son with dead tigers and elephants at his feet as smoke billowed from the barrel of his hunting
rifle … or, for that matter, his shy, modest, retiring, lovely Kimberly Guilfoyle could accomplish
up at a convention podium in a bright spotlight.
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I mean he has surpassed them all.
All by himself. It was just beautiful, a home run.

But he is out at home plate.
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